Incremental learning is useful if an AI agent needs to integrate data from a stream. The problem is non trivial if the agent runs on a limited computational budget and has a bounded memory of past data. In a deep learning approach, the constant computational budget requires the use of a fixed architecture for all incremental states. The bounded memory generates imbalance in favor of new classes and a prediction bias toward them appears. This bias is commonly countered by introducing a data balancing step in addition to the basic network training. We depart from this approach and propose simple but efficient scaling of past classifiers' weights to make them more comparable to those of new classes. Scaling exploits incremental state statistics and is applied to the classifiers learned in the initial state of classes to profit from all their available data. We also question the utility of the widely used distillation loss component of incremental learning algorithms by comparing it to vanilla fine tuning in presence of a bounded memory. Evaluation is done against competitive baselines using four public datasets. Results show that the classifier weights scaling and the removal of the distillation are both beneficial.
Introduction
Artificial agents are often deployed in dynamic environments in which information often arrives in streams [22] . For instance, this is the case of a robot which operates in an evolving environment or of a face recognition app which needs to deal with new identities. In such settings, an incremental learning (IL) algorithm is needed to increase the recognition capacity when integrating new data. There was recently a strong regain of interest for IL with the adaptation of deep learning methods [2, 5, 26, 28] . Incremental learning is non-trivial if the artificial agents have limited computational and memory budgets. If the memory of past classes is bounded or unavailable, the system underfits past data when new information is integrated and catastrophic forgetting [19] occurs. Since a joint optimization of computational and memory requirements is hard, if not impossible, existing IL algorithms focus on one of these two aspects. In a first scenario [2, 18, 28, 30] , the number of deep model parameters is allowed to grow and no memory is used. In a second scenario [5, 7, 10, 26, 34] , the deep architecture is fixed and a memory is introduced for past class exemplars to alleviate the effect of catastrophic forgetting. These algorithms update deep models by adapting the fine tuning procedure to include classification and distillation losses.
We focus on this second scenario and introduce ScaIL, a method which reduces the bias in favor of new classes by exploiting the classifier weights of past classes as learned in their initial state with all class data available. Since past class classifiers are learned in different previous IL states, they are reshaped to be usable in the current state. Their scaling uses aggregate statistics from the current and initial states. ScaIL is illustrated in Figure 1 with a toy example which includes an initial and two incremental states. In addition to the bounded exemplar memory B, ScaIL requires the use of a compact memory I which stores the classifier weights from the initial states of past classes. A second contribution, of practical importance, is to simplify the deep model update across incremental states. The widely used distillation loss term [5, 7, 10, 26, 34] is ablated here and model updates are done with vanilla fine tuning.
Evaluation is done with four public datasets and three values for the number of incremental states Z and the exemplar memory B, the two key components of class IL algorithms. ScaIL is compared to strong baselines from literature and to new ones proposed here and the obtained results indicate that it has the best overall performance.
Related Works
Incremental learning is an open research topic which recently witnessed a regain of interest with the use of deep learning algorithms. We discuss three groups of methods which focus on different parts of IL. Due to limited space, only a representative subset of methods is described.
A first group increases the number of parameters of deep architectures to accommodate new classes. Growing a Brain [30] increases the depth and/or the width of the States are noted S k , image data X j , deep models M k and classifier weights C j i and C j sc , where: j is the class label, i is the initial state in which the classifier was learned with all data and sc means that the classifier was scaled using ScaIL. We represent three states S 0 , S 1 and S 2 which recognize 2, 4 and 6 classes respectively. The bounded memory (light blue), is fixed at B = 4 past classes exemplars. As the training advances, the data imbalance between past and new classes grows due to bounded B and the prediction bias in favor of new classes becomes more prominent. ScaIL reduces this bias by making classifier weights of past and new classes more comparable by using a small memory I which stores initial classifiers C j i . In each IL state, ScaIL replaces the raw classifiers of past classes provided by the model M k by C j sc , a scaled version of C j i , the initial classifier. Since ScaIL combines classifiers learned in different IL states, initial classifiers are reshaped using aggregate statistics from the current and the initial states. The classifiers for newly learned classes are left as learned by the current model M k . Best viewed in color.
layers to integrate new classes. In Progressive Neural Networks [28] , a new network is added for each new task and lateral connections are used between all networks to share the representation. P ackN et [18] uses weight pruning techniques to free up redundant network parameters. When new classes arrive, the freed up parameters are attributed to the new task. The number of parameters grows slowly but only a limited number of new tasks can be added. These algorithms are a good choice if the complexity of deep models can grow across incremental states. However, they increase the model memory footprint and slow down inference, especially for a large number of incremental states.
A second, less frequent group, is based on fixed representations. Here, the feature extractor network does not evolve across IL states. F earN et [11] is biologically inspired by the functioning of human brain. The incremental learning process is implemented with three networks which model short and long term memory and a decision network to choose the activated network. The main drawback of F earN et is that memory grows in a nearly linear fashion across IL states because detailed statistics about past classes are needed. DeeSIL [3] is an adaptation of transfer learning to a class IL context [13, 15] . It learns a fixed representation on the first state and deploys a set of SVMs to increment recognition capacity afterwards. The reported top-5 accuracy on ILSVRC [27] with a bounded memory B = 20000 exemplars is 74.7%. A fixed representation is tested in [25] but its past classes are unnecessarily relearned only with exemplars in each IL states and results are suboptimal. The main advantage of fixed representations is that all positive examples can be used for all classes since the deep model does not evolve across incremental states. However, performance depends heavily on the quality of the initial representation. If the representation is learned on small dataset or if the new classes are significantly different from the initial ones, the generalization capacity is low.
A third influential group of algorithms updates deep models across incremental states using an adapted fine tuning procedure. These algorithms are inspired by Learningwithout-Forgetting (LwF ) [16] , which introduces a distillation loss term to handle catastrophic forgetting in absence of a memory of past classes. This term encourages the network to reproduce the same outputs for past classes in the current state as in past ones. We discuss some representative adaptations of distillation to IL hereafter. iCaRL [26] implements LwF using binary cross-entropy loss, which operates independently on class outputs. The use of this loss is not clearly justified but it is assumed to cope with class imbalance [17] . Also, the authors modify the distillation term to use sigmoids instead of the standard softened softmax targets. iCaRL adds the following steps for an efficient adaptation to an IL context: (1) exploit a bounded memory for past classes, (2) select exemplars using a herding mechanism which approximates the real class mean [31] and (3) replace the outputs of the deep models by a Nearest-Exemplars-Mean (NEM) external classifier, an adaptation of nearest-class-mean [20] , to tackle class imbalance. iCaRL top-5 accuracy reaches 62.5% on ILSVRC [27] dataset with a memory of B = 20000 exemplars. The authors also conclude that vanilla fine tuning is not fitted for IL with bounded memory. However, their main experiment tests iCaRL with memory and vanilla fine tuning without memory and the comparison is not fair. In an additional experiment, they compare the two methods only on a small scale dataset and, while iCaRL remains superior, the gap between the two methods is much smaller. End-to-end incremental learning [5] uses a distillation component which is closer to the original definition from [9] . The authors exploit standard cross-entropy loss and their basic distilled network has performance similar to that of iCaRL. A balanced fine tuning step is added to tackle data imbalance and data augmentation is also used. As a result, the method gains 7 points over iCaRL on ILSVRC with B = 20000. In [10] , the authors show that the use of higher temperature to soften distillation helps to some extent. Very recently, the authors of [34] introduced a multimodel and multi-level distillation for IL. The method incorporates knowledge from all previous incremental states and not only from the latest one. A performance improvement of 3 to 5 points over iCaRL is reported. Generative Adversarial Networks were also considered as a mean to generate image exemplars for past classes instead of storing them directly [7] . While the approach is appealing, the quality of generated images is still insufficient. A combination of generated and real images was necessary to slightly enhance performance over iCaRL. BiC [32] is a very recent approach that handles catastrophic forgetting by adding a linear model after the last fully connected layer to correct the bias towards new classes. We add BiC to the results table for SotA completeness. Approaches from this group tend to cope well with the integration of new data but retraining the network at each incremental step is costly.
Proposed Method

Class IL Problem Formalization
We focus on IL with constant model complexity, Z incremental states and a bounded memory B of past classes. The proposed formalization is adapted from [5, 7, 26] . We note: S k -the incremental state, N k -the number of classes in S k , X N k -the training dataset in S k , M k -the deep model and C N k -the classifier weights layer. The initial state S 0 includes a dataset X N0 = {X 1 , X 2 , ..., X N0 } with N 0 = P 0 classes. X j = {x j 1 , x j 2 , ..., x j nj } is the set of n j training examples for the j th class. An initial model M 0 : X N0 → C N0 is trained to recognize N 0 classes using all data from X N0 . P k new classes need to be integrated in each incremental state S k , with k > 0. Each IL step updates the previous model M k−1 into the current model M k which recognizes N k = P 0 + P 1 + ... + P k classes in incremental state S k . All data of the P k new classes are available but only a bounded exemplar memory B of the N k−1 past classes is allowed. If memory allocation is balanced, each past class is represented by B N k−1 exemplars. We note M k : X N k → C N k the model which transforms the X N k dataset into a set of raw classifiers
The classifier weights learned in state S k for the j th class are written
where D is the size of the features extracted from the penultimate layer of M k .
Classifier Weights Scaling
Incremental learning algorithms strive to approach the performance of full learning, in which the entire training set is available for all classes at all times. When a bounded set of past exemplars is stored, a prediction bias toward new classes appears due to the data imbalance in their favor. This bias is illustrated in Figure 2 (a) with the difference between mean raw predictions for past and new classes after incrementally fine tuning the ILSV RC dataset [27] with B = 5000 past exemplars. The average score difference in favor of new classes over all incremental states is 6.45 points. The prediction gap is due to the stronger activations of classifier weights for new classes compared to past classes, as illustrated by the blue and red curves from Figure 2(b). It is thus tempting to try to reshape the classification layers of past and new classes in order to make them more comparable. A simple way to do this is to add a normalization layer to the current deep model and we provide results with such a baseline (F T L2 ) in Section 4.
ScaIL attempts to approximate full learning by exploiting past classifiers as learned in their initial state, with all images available. Since the deep models evolve during the incremental process, a transformation of the initial classifiers is needed for them to be usable in the current incremental state. The method is illustrated in Figure 1 .
The main differences with existing IL algorithms which exploit a bounded memory are: (1) the introduction of a second memory I to store initial past class classifiers and (2) the ablation of the distillation loss. Note that the size of I is orders of magnitude smaller than that of B since it only stores hundreds of floating point values per class instead of exemplar images. The immediate advantage of the method is that initial classifiers of past data are learned with all data. Initial classifiers learned with all images are stronger than the past classifiers learned only with exemplars in the current state. This is clearly visible in Figure 2 (b) from the comparison of past classifiers weights as learned in the current state (red) and the weights of the same classifiers learned in states S 0 and S 1 (black and green). We also note the activations of new classes become weaker as the incremental learning process advances. The new classes from state S 0 (black) are the strongest, followed by new classes from S 1 (green) and those from S 2 (blue).
The main challenge associated to ScaIL is to combine classifiers originating from deep models learned in different IL states. The reuse of initial classifiers in later incremental states is made possible by fine tuning process with a Figure 2 : (a) -Raw prediction scores (before softmax) of vanilla fine tuning for the ILSVRC dataset with B = 5000 past exemplars and a total of Z = 10 states. Incremental states from 1 to 9 are represented. The initial state S 0 is non-incremental and is not shown. (b) -Ranked mean weight activations of new and past classes in state S 2 (blue and red) and mean weight activations of S 2 past classes as initially learned in S 0 (black) and S 1 (green). Best viewed in color.
memory of the past. This process results in a partial preservation of the feature space even if the deep model evolves.
In the supplementary material, we show that classifier reuse across states is impossible in absence of memory during IL model updates. ScaIL reshapes initial classifiers from I in order to make them comparable to those of newly learned classes in the feature space defined by the current state's deep model. The scaling is based on weights statistics computed for initial models in each incremental state (Equation 1). Before computing the means in the equation, the weights of each initial classifier are ranked by their absolute value. The use of absolute values is necessary since classifier weights activations can be positive or negative.
is the mean of the weights ranked rank, with 1 ≤ rank ≤ D, for the P i classes initially learned in each past state S i , with 0 ≤ i < k. Figure 2 (b) shows that classifiers of each past state have different statistical distributions. To make class predictions from different states comparable, it is necessary to compute µ rank i separately for each state. If k = i, we compute µ rank k , the mean of classifier weights for new classes from the current state S k , which is also their initial state. Note that each mean is computed using weights situated at the same rank for each classifier. For instance, µ 1 k and µ D k will aggregate respectively the maximum and minimum weights of newly learned classes in S k .
ScaIL transforms the past classifier weights as learned in their initial state using Equation 2. w h sc (C j sc ) is the scaled version of w h (C j i ), the h th dimension of the initial classifier C j i of the j th past class. These weights are scaled using the ratio between the mean activation of new classes and that of past classes in their initial state. In Equation 2, each weight w h is scaled using the mean activations of its corresponding rank, returned by function r(·), in the current and initial states S k and S i . For instance, if the first weight (h = 1) of the classifier C j i is ranked 9 th , it will be scaled using the mean activations to the ninth dimension of the mean ranked activations µ 9 k and µ 9 i respectively. This is done in order to preserve the relative importance of each classifier weight. Figure 2 (b) shows that µ rank i > µ rank k for a given rank rank. Consequently, ScaIL scaling reduces the weights of the j th class learned in its initial state to make it more comparable to classifiers of new classes from the current state. The scaled classifier for each past class of the current state S k is written
The ScaIL classification layer for S k combines scaled classifiers for past classes and original classifiers for new classes. It can be written as 
Note that only scores of the top-10 past classes are scaled as they code more information, the scores of the remaining past classes are set to zero. The choice of this value is experimental.
We illustrate the effect of ScaIL on the prediction scores in Figure 3 . Past classes have a slightly larger mean classification score in the first states and a lower one in subsequent states. While not completely aligned, the predictions of past and new classes in ScaIL are much more balanced compared to those of raw fine tuning results from Figure 2 posed in [5, 26] , which includes two datasets only. We use:
• ILSVRC [27] : a subset of ImageNet [6] designed for object recognition and used in the popular ImageNet LSVRC challenges. For comparability, we retain the same configuration (order of classes and train/test splits) as [26] . This version of ILSVRC contains 1000 classes, with 1,23 million training and 50,000 test images.
• VGGFace2 [4] : face recognition dataset including over 9000 identities in its full version. Due to the heavy computation associated to IL, we select the 1000 identities with the largest number of training images. The resulting dataset has 491,746 training and 50,000 test images. Face detection was done using MTCNN [33] which was applied to each image prior to training and test phases.
• Google Landmarks [21] (Landmarks below): landmark recognition dataset whose full version includes over 30000 classes. We select the top 1000 classes and experiment with 374,367 training and 20,000 test images.
• CIFAR-100 [14] : object recognition dataset including 100 classes, with 500 training and 100 test images each.
Methodology and Baselines
The experimental setup used here is inspired from [5, 26] . The size of bounded memory B and the number of incremental states Z are the two most important parameters in IL with memory. We use three different values for each of them while fixing the value of the other parameter.
Memory Management. B size is varied to evaluate the robustness of the tested methods with memory availability. We fix the number of states Z = 10 and run experiments with a memory which amounts to approximately 2%, 1%, 0.5% of the full training sets. Memory sizes are thus B = {20000, 10000, 5000} for ILSVRC, B = {10000, 5000, 2500} for VGGFace2, B = {8000, 4000, 2000} for Landmarks and B = {1000, 500, 250} for CIFAR-100. Whenever a new incremental state is added, memory is updated by inserting exemplars of new classes and reducing exemplars of past classes in order to fit the maximum size.
Incremental States. The number of incremental states is the second key component of IL with memory and we evaluate its variation. We fix the memory to B = 0.5% and test with Z = {20, 50} in addition to Z = 10. The lowest memory size was selected since it is the most interesting configuration when memory budget is smallest.
Exemplar selection. A herding mechanism [31] , called Nearest-Exemplars-Mean (NEM) was introduced in iCaRL for exemplar selection [26] . BiC uses the same herding mechanism. For this, we provide results for ScaIL with and without herding. ScaIL herd is directly comparable with iCaRL and BiC.
Evaluation measures. To facilitate comparability, each configuration is evaluated with the widely used top-5 accuracy [27] . Each algorithm is tested in a large number of configurations and it is important to propose a summarized performance score. Inspired by works such as [25, 29] , we introduce a global score computed with Equation 3. G IL measures the performance gap between each algorithm and an upper bound method. This upper-bound is represented by F ull a non-incremental learning with all data available.
where: T -number of tested configurations; acc t -top-5 score for each configuration (individual values of each row of Table 1 ); acc F ull -the upper-bound accuracy of the dataset (F ull in Table 1 ); acc M ax -the maximum theoretical value obtainable for the measure (acc M ax = 100 here).
G IL estimates the average behavior of each algorithm with respect to the upper bound. The denominator is introduced to avoid a disproportionate influence of individual datasets in the aggregate score. G IL is necessarily a negative number and the closer its value to zero, the better the method is. An ideal method, which reaches the upper bound value in all configurations, gives G IL = 0. More details about G IL are discussed in the supplementary material.
Baselines. Experiments have been conducted with strong baselines which are either inspired from existing IL literature or introduced here because relevant to ScaIL:
• iCaRL [26] -method using fine tuning with classification and distillation losses to prevent catastrophic forgetting and NEM classification to counter data imbalance.
• BiC [32] -introduces a bias correction layer to address the imbalance responsible for catastrophic forgetting.
• DeeSIL [3] -fixed representation IL method which freezes the network after the initial non-incremental state and trains an SVM per class. While similar to the fixed representation from [26] , an important difference concerns the fact that in [26] past classifiers are retrained only with exemplars in each IL state. Instead, as allowed by the frozen network, SVMs are trained in the initial state of each class and then reused.
• F T -vanilla fine tuning. Unlike existing IL algorithms which use distillation [5, 7, 10, 12, 22, 34] , only classification loss is used. States are initialized with weights from previous model and all the network layers are allowed to evolve. Exemplars are selected randomly. F T is the backbone for all subsequent baselines and for ScaIL.
• F T N EM -version of F T in which the classification is done using exemplars instead of the outputs of the deep model. F T N EM is equivalent to a version of iCaRL in which the distillation loss component is ablated.
• F T BAL -F T followed by a balanced fine tuning proposed by [5] to reduce the effect of imbalance. F T BAL is equivalent to a version of end-to-end IL [5] in which the distillation loss component is ablated.
• F T L2 -adds an L2-normalization layer to the raw classifier weights C N k given by model M k to reduce bias in favor of new classes in current state S k .
• F T init -the initial classifiers C j i of each past class replace the classifiers learned only with the past classes exemplars in S k . No transformation is applied to C j i . This is an ablation of the mean-related statistics from ScaIL.
• F T L2
init -version of F T init in which all classifiers are L2normalized to make them more comparable.
Implementation. ResNet-18 is used as backbone architecture for all methods. For iCaRL and BiC, we use the public TensorFlow [1] implementations provided by authors with their hyperparameters. F T and its variants are implemented in PyTorch [23] . The choice of hyperparameters is largely inspired by the original paper of ResNet-18 [8] and by end-to-end incremental learning [5] . To discard a potential influence of the deep learning framework, we trained F T for one ILSVRC configuration with Z = 10 and B = 0.5% using Tensorflow. The obtained performance is similar to that reported with Pytorch. DeeSIL SVMs are implemented using scikit-learn [24] and their parameters are optimized on the training data since it is hard to hold out validation data in IL. More implementation details are provided in the supplementary material.
Discussion of results
Confirming the conclusions of [26] , iCaRL has the best overall performance for CIFAR-100 in Table 1 . For the three larger datasets, the F T consistently outperforms iCaRL. Overall, F T more than halves the gap with F ull compared to iCaRL (G IL = −6.40 vs. G IL = −16.75). The comparison to end-to-end IL [5] , which achieves 69.4% top-5 accuracy for ILSVRC with B = 2% is equally favorable to F T 1 . Since one important difference between F T and existing IL methods is the use of distillation, we analyze its role separately in Subsection 4.4.
The F T -based methods all have a positive contribution. F T N EM and F T BAL which are inspired by iCaRL [26] and end-to-end IL [5] improve over F T by less than 0.5 G IL points. F T L2 , the L2-normalized version of the classifiers from the current IL state, provides a gain of 1.23 G IL points compared to F T . Somewhat surprisingly, the direct concatenation of initial classifier weights from different states in F T init also improves performance over F T by over 1 point. However, its performance for individual configurations is much more contrasted than that of F T L2 . F T init has low results for the two object recognition datasets, which are on average more difficult than face and landmark recognition tasks. F T L2 init adds L2-normalization to F T init classifiers and ranks fourth among all methods tested, with 1.73 G IL improvement over F T . The best overall result is obtained with ScaIL herd , which improves F T performance by 2.69 points. The difference between ScaIL and F T L2 init in terms of G IL is not large but still interesting. ScaIL has the most stable behavior among all those tested. In fact, its performance on the three large datasets is most interesting for the smallest B values. This is the most challenging case and also the most interesting in practice since it requires a reduced memory for past data. The increase of the number of incremental state results in a drop of performance for all methods. With equal memory B, the worst results are obtained for Z = 50 states, followed by Z = 20 and Z = 10. This finding confirms the results reported in [5] and [26] . It is probably an effect of a larger number of incremental rehearsal steps which are applied for larger Z. Again, ScaIL is the method which is the least affected by the change of the number of incremental states.
Contrarily to the conclusion of [5] , the herding mechanism in ScaIL herd has positive effect compared to random selection of exemplars in ScaIL. Results show that, while BiC [32] is better for a lower number of incremental states (Z = 10), ScaIL has better behavior for a larger number of states. Equally important, ScaIL performance is less affected by the reduction of the memory size and its performance is globally better for B = 0.5%, this leads to a better G IL score for ScaIL. Finally, the need of BiC for a validation set to parametrize the bias correction layer makes it nonfunctional if no memory of the past is available.
The performance gap between F ull learning and IL is 1 Note that a complete set of results is not presented for end-to-end IL [5] . This method was not fully tested because we were not able to reproduce the results presented by the authors since the original implementation is based on Matlab, a non-free environment to which we don't have access. Table 1 : Top-5 average accuracy (%). Following [5] , accuracy is averaged only for incremental states (i.e. excluding the initial, non-incremental state). The sizes of past memory B and number of IL states are varied to evaluate the robustness of algorithms. F ull is the non-incremental upper-bound performance obtained with all data available. The methods whose names include herd exploit herding while the others are based on random exemplar selection. Best results are in bold.
naturally higher for more complex tasks, such as object recognition, compared to face and landmark recognition. For the last two tasks, classes have a more coherent visual representation and fewer examples are needed for a comprehensive representation of them. In the simplest configurations reported here (Z = 10, B = 2%), the best IL algorithms are less than three points behind F ull for faces and landmarks. For such specialized tasks, incremental learning seems thus applicable in practice without a very significant performance loss. The situation is different for more complex tasks, such as object recognition, where significant progress is needed before IL algorithms approach the performance of classical learning. An additional result concerns DeeSIL, the fixed representation method. Here, it is globally better than iCaRL, a finding which is at odds with the results originally reported in [26] . The difference is explained by the use of all data for each class, while past class training was unnecessarily restricted to B exemplars in [26] . F T outperforms DeeSIL by less than 1 G IL point. For Z = 10, DeeSIL has very low dependence on the bounded memory size and could be also used in absence of past exemplars memory. Naturally, its performance drops for larger Z values because the initial model is learned with fewer classes but remains interesting.
Effect of distillation in IL
The use of knowledge distillation in incremental learning with bounded memory was pioneered in iCaRL [26] , which extends the work on IL without memory from [8] . Distillation was largely adopted afterwards [5, 7, 10, 12, 22, 34] as a way to reduce the effect of catastrophic forgetting. This adoption was based on one experiment presented in [26] which compared the performance of iCaRL and fine tuning only on the CIFAR-100 dataset and with a single memory size. In Table 1 , we report a similar finding for this dataset.
For CIFAR-100, F T is probably less effective because it uses hard targets for loss minimization. These targets encode very sparse information for the small dataset available. In contrast, distillation exploits soft targets which encode more information [9] and is thus more fitted to work with small datasets. The results for Z = 10 states with different values of B support the above observation since the difference in favor of iCaRL grows as B is reduced.
However, distillation hurts performance for all configurations tested for the three larger datasets, where F T has consequently better performance than iCaRL. The use of network outputs as soft targets for distillation was noted to produce a classification bias for past classes both in the original knowledge distillation paper [9] and in an incremental context [10] . A common assumption of distillation-based IL algorithms, first made in [8] , is that the process starts with a powerful pretrained model which is trained on a large and balanced dataset. Under this condition, the soft targets used by the distillation loss are efficient to transfer knowledge to the next incremental state. Our hypothesis is that distillation tends to reinforce the errors due to data imbalance in the previous incremental state. In practice, if the distillation component is fed with soft targets whose predictions are wrong, it will push the classifier toward wrong classes. To verify this hypothesis, we present an analysis of correct and erroneous predictions for past and new classes in Table 2 for vanilla fine tuning (F T ) and fine tuning with distillation used as backbone in iCaRL (F T distill ). Results are shown only for ILSVRC with Z = 10 states and B = 5000 exemplars but trends are similar for other configurations. The bias toward new classes, expressed by e(p, n) errors is similar with and without distillation. The correct predictions for new classes are also in a comparable range, although lower for F T distill . This indicates that the data imbalance toward new classes has rather comparable effect regardless of the use of distillation. The performance difference between the two methods is due mainly to confusions between past classes expressed by e(p, p). They are roughly three times more frequent for F T distill compared to F T in Table 2 . Equally important, while distillation is supposed to preserve accuracy for past classes, it clearly does not since the amount of correctly recognized past examples grows very steadily in F T distill . We note that, in each state, a majority of errors are due to the latest past state as a result of learning its associated state with an imbalanced training set. Best viewed in color.
In Figure 4 , we present the distribution of e(p, p) errors among individual past states for F T distill . Since test data is balanced among states, the distribution of errors should also be approximately so. Instead, Figure 4 shows that a majority of past test data for state S k are predicted as belonging to classes which were new when first learned in S k−1 . This result confirms that class imbalance has an important role for the distillation component of the loss, similarly to its influence on the classification component. It is also noticeable that, except for S 5 , the number of error grows for more recent past states. Along with imbalance, the number of rehearsals after the initial learning of the class also plays an important role in terms of distillation-related errors.
Our findings indicate that vanilla fine tuning is preferable to distillation-based fine tuning as backbone for large scale IL with memory. Further distillation related experiments are presented in the supplementary material.
Conclusion
We introduced ScaIL, a simple but effective IL algorithm which combines classifiers learned in different IL states to reduce catastrophic forgetting. It keeps the number of parameters of the network constant across IL states and requires a second memory whose size is negligible compared to that of the exemplars memory. The method is compared to strong state-of-the-art methods, with their improvements based on distillation ablation and with new baselines which exploit initial classifiers. ScaIL provides performance improvement over published results and is also better than the new baselines. Our method is also the most stable over the different memory and IL states values tested.
A consequent part of the performance improvement is due to the ablation of the distillation in IL algorithms. While widely used, we find that distillation is only useful for small scale datasets. Our analysis indicates that a performance drop appears for large scale datasets with memory when distillation is used. The drop is notably due to the inherently imbalanced character of datasets available in IL.
Comprehensive experiments were run on four public visual datasets with three memory sizes and three numbers of incremental states. We introduced an aggregated score to get an overview of performance in the different configurations tested. This experimental protocol can be reused to validate future works. To facilitate reproducibility, the code and dataset details are publicly available at: https://github.com/EdenBelouadah/ class-incremental-learning.
The presented results reduce the performance gap between IL algorithms and non-incremental learning but the difference is still important, particularly for harder tasks. Class IL with bounded memory remains an open problem and new research is needed to make it usable in practice without significant performance loss. Future work will aim to: (1) improve vanilla F T while keeping model complexity and memory budget bounded, (2) explore new ways to handle data imbalance and (3) tackle real life situations where streamed data are partially or completely unlabeled.
Introduction
In this supplementary material, we provide:
• a more detailed discussion of G IL , the proposed aggregated evaluation score; • results for fine tuning with B = 0, i.e. without past exemplars memory; • supplementary experiments related to the role of distillation in class incremental learning; • algorithm implementation details.
Measuring the performance gap of IL algorithms
The proposal of aggregated measures is important for tasks which are evaluated in a large number of configurations [25, 29] . Building on previous work regarding such measures, the authors of [29] list eight criteria which should be met by global evaluation metrics when evaluating universal visual representations: (1) coherent aggregation, (2) significance, (3) merit bonus, (4) penalty malus, (5) penalty for damage, (6) independence to outliers, (7) independence to reference and (8) time consistency. They note that none of the global evaluation measures can fulfill all criteria simultaneously. However, their formulation which inspired us to propose G IL fulfills the maximum number of criteria. While the IL context is different from that of universal representations, a majority of criteria from [29] are relevant here. The aggregation is easier in our work since the use of F ull as reference score is a natural upper bound for incremental learning algorithms. The aggregation of scores is natural in G IL since all scores are compared to a single reference. The significance criterion, put forward in [25] is only implicitly modeled because configurations which give the largest gain contribute more to the global score. The merit bonus refers to the proportionality of the reward with respect to the reference method and is modeled through the denominator of Equation 3 of the paper. The penalty for damage and the penalty malus are not applicable since all methods penalize the performance compared to the upper bound. The independence to outlier methods has low effect in our case since it refers to the contributions of individual configurations. Since G IL averages the contributions of a relatively large number of contributions, the risk related to outliers is rather reduced. Naturally, the more datasets and configurations are tested, the more robust the score will be. However, the computational resources needed for training in IL are large and we consider that the use of four datasets, with three memory sizes and three incremental learning splits gives a fair idea about the behavior of each algorithm. Time consistency is respected since methods are not compared to each other but only to a reference which is stable if the same deep model and data are used across time. A question remains whether datasets of different sizes should be given the same weights in the score but using weighting would further complicate the evaluation measure. Table 3 : Top-5 accuracy of fine tuning without memory (B = 0) for the four datasets with Z = 10 states. For reference, we also present LwF [8] , which is equivalent to iCaRL [26] without memory. Table 3 provides results obtained with fine tuning without memory for past classes (B = 0) and Z = 10 states. Trends are similar for the other Z values tested in the paper which are not presented here. The accuracy drops significantly for F T since the network cannot rehearse knowl-edge related to past classes. Catastrophic forgetting is more severe and past classes become unrecognizable in the current state. The accuracy of F T noM em is mostly due to the recognition rate of new classes. When Z = 10, they represent between a half and a tenth of the total number of classes for states S = 1 and S = 9, the first and the last incremental state respectively. The accuracy for past classes is close to random. Since ScaIL depends heavily on the weights of past classes in the current state, its performance drops significantly. LwF [8] includes a distillation component which is clearly useful in absence of memory. It outperforms F T and ScaIL for all datasets by a very large margin. This finding reinforces the conclusions of [26] regarding the positive role of distillation in incremental learning without memory.
Fine tuning without memory
Supplementary experiments related to distillation in IL
In Figure 5 , we provide detailed top-5 accuracy per incremental state for F T , F T distill and iCaRL for B = 0.5% and Z = 50 states. The largest value of Z from the paper was chosen in order to observe the behavior with and without distillation for a small number of classes per incremental state. For ILSVRC, VGGFace2 and Landmarks, the difference between F T and F T distill is small for initial incremental states, increases a lot afterwards and tends to decrease toward the end of the process but remains very large. This behavior is explained by the fact that, since past memory is only B = 0.5%, the number of exemplars per class becomes very small toward the end. For instance, B includes 5000 images for ILSVRC and there will be only 5 exemplars per class in the last states of the incremental process. It is noticeable that rehearsal in F T still works with such a small number of exemplars. These finding provides further support to the results reported in the paper regarding the negative role of distillation at large scale for imbalanced datasets when a memory of the past is available. Confirming the results from [26] , distillation is indeed useful for CIFAR-100, where its performance is slightly better than that of F T . Also, the introduction of an external classifier in iCaRL is clearly useful.
In Table 4 and Figure 6 , we extend the analysis of top-1 types of errors presented in Table 2 and Figure 4 of the paper to the four datasets. The e(p, p) errors related to the last incremental state are overrepresented for all four datasets compared. However, the errors toward the first incremental state are also better represented for VGGFace2 and even become dominant for Landmarks and CIFAR-100. This behavior is probably due to the fact that the initial state is stronger for easier tasks. In these cases, the model evolves to a lesser extent compared to ILSVRC, a more complex visual task. Table 4 : Top-1 correct and wrong classifications for vanilla fine tuning (F T ) and fine tuning with distillation (F T distill ) for the four datasets with Z = 10 and B = 0.5%.
Algorithm implementation details
We used the Github 2 public implementation from [26] to run iCaRL on TensorFlow [1] with the same hyper- Figure 5 : Detailed Top-5 Test accuracy for the four datasets with Z = 50 and memory B = 0.5%. In this experiment, a comparison is done between F T , F T distill and iCaRL to analyze the role of distillation. parameters and training settings provided by the authors. Hyperparameters are as follows: lr = 2.0, weight decay = 0.00001, momentum = 0.9, batch size = 128. iCaRL was run with a total of 60 epochs for the large datasets and for 70 epochs for CIFAR-100. The learning rate is divided by 5 at epoch = {20, 30, 40, 50} for the large datasets and at epoch = {49, 63} for CIFAR-100. We tried to optimize the learning process by changing hyperparameters but couldn't improve the results presented by the original authors.
BiC [32] was also run using the public Github implementation 3 provided by the authors and the same hyperparameters.
All the other methods were implemented in Pytorch [23] with batch size = 256 (128 for CIFAR-100), weight decay = 0.0001 (0.0005 for CIFAR-100) and a momentum = 0.9. The first non-incremental state was 3 https://github.com/wuyuebupt/LargeScaleIncrementalLearning trained for 100 epochs for large datasets and 300 epochs for CIFAR-100. The learning rate is set to 0.1 and divided by 10 when the error plateaus for 10 consecutive epochs (60 epochs for CIFAR-100). F T was run for 35 epochs (60 epochs for CIFAR-100). The only change compared to the standard training was to set initial learning rate per incremental state at lr = 0.1 k+1 , with 1 ≤ k ≤ Z − 1. This results in a gain of less than 1 top-5 accuracy point for ILSVRC with Z = 10 and B = 0.5%. During training, the learning rate is divided by 10 when the error plateaus for 5 epochs (15 epochs for CIFAR-100).
The balanced fine tuning performed after F T in F T BAL was run for 15 more epochs (30 epochs for CIFAR-100) and the learning rate is reinitialized to lr = 0.01 k+1 . We also tried to initialize the balanced fine tuning with lr = 0.1 k+1 and continue from the last learning rate of the imbalanced fine tuning but results were lower. Equally important, training with more epochs did not provide any gain.
ILSVRC VGGFace2
Landmarks CIFAR-100 Figure 6 : Detail of past-past errors e(p, p) for individual states of F T distill on the four datasets with Z = 10 and B = 0.5%. In each state, errors due to the latest past state are over-represented as a result of learning its associated state with an imbalanced training set. Best viewed in color.
The fixed representation in DeeSIL [3] is trained only with data from the first incremental batch. No external data was used to ensure that the method is comparable with the others. SVM training is done using the scikit-learn framework [24] . SVMs were optimized by dividing the IL training set to 90 10 train/val subsets and iterate through the values of the regularizer C = {0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 1, 10, 100, 1000}. The optimal value was retained for each dataset configuration. SVMs are optimized only for the non-incremental state. The regularizer is then frozen and used for the subsequent incremental states. We used the default values of the other hyper-parameters provided in sklearn.
